There is a lot about this text that I like: the healing, the prayer. Then, Jesus gives us a
challenging passage, well at least me. I live in wealth most of the world cannot imagine. I am
joyful; people even tell me to take it down a notch sometimes. I certainly have never gone
hungry. The church that I serve is filled with kind, generous people, and the church has ample
resources. These are good things. If I am honest, I would rather preach on Matthew’s gospel
version of the beatitudes with the words “poor in spirit” rather than Luke’s which says, “blessed
are the poor.”
Yet this is the beatitudes, in which Jesus warns us of the dangers of being well fed, happy,
wealthy, and well liked, while also blessing those who are struggling such as the poor, hungry,
mourning, and hated. This is a beatitude encouraging us to rely on God’s strength and grace..
To understand the power of Luke’s words, we must look at the difference between Luke,
Matthew and Mark: First, Luke has called the disciples before the healings. Luke has changed
the geography as well; we are now on the plain rather than near the sea where Jeusu called them
in Mark, with all of the ups and downs that occur in sea life, it feels as if Luke is trying to create
a balanced effect. Grace is delivered to God’s people all at once and peace is brought, we are
literally in a plain, on even ground.1
Again, “Luke’s sermon is given on a level place (6:17), [while Maththew’s gospel is
given] on a mountain (Matt. 5:1).”2 The high mountain top experience is not a group experience,
in fact there is no need for those assembled to come down from the mountain. They are all equal
on a plain.
Jesus is the fulfillment of past prophets: In Luke, he is a new Moses, who went on a
mountain to pray only to return to God’s people and tell them how to live blessed lives.3 Luke
speaks of the poor more often than either Mark or Matthew. He is not writing to a crowd that is
well literate and among the elite. Luke is speaking to the masses; ensuring grace to all.4
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The gospel has a balance: there are four blessings, and then four woes. Jesus speaks to the
entire crowd; he does not say, “group two please for the blessings and group two for the woes.”5
All gathered receive the same message full of blessing and woes.6
Grace is for all.
In Luke’s gospel, Jesus has been at his ministry for a while, he found disciples to follow
him and chose his inner circle, the twelve apostles. These men left their lives behind to represent
Christ in ministry.7 Jesus gives a precise message: our ultimate reward is to come later through
the grace of God.8 The scripture notes how people traveled from Jerusalem to Judea to Tyre to
Sidon in order to hear this message of grace.9
As challenging as the message is for those assembled, it is necessary that they know: all
good things come from God. Not from wealth, being well fed, earthly joy, or a good reputation.
God’s grace alone. Those gathered likely remembered the time when God called “the twelve
tribes of Israel '' and made them his people. In the world they live, there is violence, oppression,
and some believed riches were a sign of God’s blessing. Many people are left outside of this
version of success.10
As such, Luke shows Jesus lifting up the downcast, the poor, the hungry, the mourning,
and the excluded. The literal poor are blessed. Not just the poor in spirit as in Matthew’s gospel.
It is likely that Jesus is speaking to exactly the outcast rather than an inner circle such as he did
in Matthew.11 Throughout Jesus’ “sermon’ 12 is an obvious preference for those who are
suffering. Luke strives to challenge us to be the godly version of ourselves. Remember, this
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gospel is read generations after Jesus’ resurrection. Luke is likely writing to a persecuted church.
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The only way to move beyond this persecution, to move beyond our earthly version of
happiness, is through grace. We truly cannot have any meaningful blessedness without God’s
help. And when do we ask for God’s help more than when we are struggling?
This is a message of grace! It is evident in the language Jesus uses. In the blessings and
woes Jesus reminds them that the present times will change in the end. Jesus tells people the
future and present are one in God’s eyes, “Blessed are you who are hungry now, for you will be
filled.”14
Being blessed is a state of being rather than an action.15 It is not the type of blessing we
give at the end of a worship, or to a child going off to school, this is the blessing in our hearts.
Being blessed does not mean “having it all.” Jesus tells us to be blessed means to be
vulnerable and in need of God’s grace in our lives. We have the greatest opportunity to find
Christ when we are experiencing hardship; when the comforts of the world are stripped away.16 17
We live in a world where success is just as revered as it was in the Ancient Near East.
How are we then filled in our hearts? It is not that we are to cause ourselves suffering, rather that
we are to seek God as our true comfort in the time of trouble and tribulation.18 We can only be
blessed through God’s grace. We can do nothing truly worthy, truly good, without God’s help.
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We confess our sins at this church even during Christmastide and Eastertide, because we
are conscious of this passage; we are blessed when we mourn over our sinfulness and at the
injustice of the world. We pray the prayers of the people and take part in the healing of the sick
and the suffering. We are called to neither deny suffering nor pursue it.19
We are told to rejoice when we are excluded and reviled.
This is hard.
Very likely, each person in this room has been on different sides of most of these
blessings. You have wept and as a Christian there are times when our life means we give up a
great deal for our Lord and savior. This mirror image sees a balance and is different; it places the
need for grace more on God than all of our accomplishments. If we rely on ourselves, we will get
caught up in worldly issues: promotions, good grades, friends, etc. If we rely on God, we will
find true grace.20
We take God out of the equation when we talk only about our personal successes. Jesus
says woe, which means sadness, “But woe to you who are rich, for you have received your
consolation.” Jesus is sad for those who are rich, because it is a human-made success rather than
God being part of the journey.
Our Collect of the day gives us all the answers we need: we go to our God who is strong,
while acknowledging our weakness. We recognize that we need God’s grace, because we may be
too focused on all those worldly things. We know that the ones who are blessed are the ones who
can rely on grace rather than earthly affirmation. On this sixth Sunday after Epiphany, we pray
that we are able to be truly blessed through God’s grace. Amen.
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